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Materials and Methods 

Construction of fluorescent fusions of MukBEF 

All strains were derivatives of E. coli K12 AB1157 (27) and new strains were constructed 

using λ-Red recombination (9, 28). Oligonucleotides had a 50 nucleotide complementary 

sequence to the last 50 base pairs of the gene (not including the stop codon) or 50 base 

pairs downstream, followed by 20 nucleotides complementary to an 11 aa linker or the 

end of the kanamycin/chloramphenicol resistance cassette in the plasmid, respectively. 

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) used plasmids described previously (29) as templates 

(these plasmids code for an 11 aa linker followed by YPet, mCherry or PAmCherry and 

an antibiotic resistance cassette). The DNA fragment was gel purified and 1µg was 

electrotransformed into AB1157 derivative cells over-expressing λ-Red proteins from 

pKD46. Cells were selected on plates with appropriate antibiotic and insertion into the 

chromosome was checked by PCR. MukB and MukE fluorescent fusions were 

constructed in the chromosome at the original location of the genes by λ-Red 

recombination. Primers used to construct mukB-YPet were: Forward 5’- AAC TCC CTG 

AAA CGC TTC CAG GAA CTG ACG AAG CGC CTT CTC AGG CGA GTT CGG 

CTG GCT CCG CTG C -3’ Reverse: 5’- GA AAC GGA GTT TTC GGA AAA AGA 

AAA GGC GGC ATT GCT GCC GCC TTA ATT CTT ATG AAT ATC CTC CTT AGT 

TC- 3’ 
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mukE-YPet Forward: 5’ - AAC TCA ACG ATG AAA CCG AAG AGA ATC AGC 

CAG ATA GCG GAG AGG AAG AAT CGG CTG GCT CCG CTG C -3’ Reverse: 

GTT CCA GTT AAT CAG CGT CAG TGA GCG AAA TTT ACC GCG TTC AAT 

CAT TAC TTA TGA ATA TCC TCC TTA GTT C- 3’.  

 For mukF, N-terminal fusions (antibiotic resistance cassette flanked by frt sites, 

followed by YPet, mCherry or PAmCherry) was constructed using the following primers: 

5’- GTT ATA TTC ATG TCA CCG CGC GCA AAC CGC AGA GCA AGG ATA AAG 

TAT GA T GTA GGC TGG AGC TGC TTC G – 3’ Reverse: 5’ – TTT CTG GCC CAG 

GCA ACC AGT TCG GGG ACT GTC TGG GAA AAT TCA CTC AT CGC GCT GCC 

AGA ACC AGC – 3’ 

For two color experiments, first λ-Red fusions of mukF or mukE-mCherry were 

constructed and the antibiotic resistance cassette was then removed using Flp 

recombinase. Following this, GFP (with Cm antibiotic resistance cassette) was integrated 

at the C-terminus of MukB using λ-Red recombination. 

Function of fluorescent fusions was tested by assessing growth in minimal and rich 

media. Growth rates were similar to wild type in minimal media with glycerol as the 

carbon source and in rich media. No abnormal cell filamentation or production of 

anucleate cells was observed. Furthermore, position of the origin region (as assessed 

using the fluorescent operator-repressor system) was as wild type in strains carrying 

fluorescent fusions of MukBEF. Additionally, the fluorescent spots localized to the origin 

region as seen previously (6). 
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Construction of MukBEQ-GFP and MukBDA-GFP 

Using the primers (Forward 5’- AAC GTA TCG TTT GGT CAG G-3’; Reverse 5’- TT 

GAG ATT CGA TTT GCG TGC-3’) the 3’ end of mukB fused to GFP followed by a Cm 

resistance cassette (1175 bp without GFP and antibiotic cassette) was amplified and 

cloned into a pGemT vector (Promega cat. no A1360). Site-directed mutagenesis was 

carried out on the resultant plasmid to introduce the D1406A mutation using the primer 

set: Forward 5’- T GCT GTT CCT CGC TGA AGC AGC GCG –3’; Reverse 5’- CGC 

GCT GCT TCA GCG AGG AAC AGC A –3’. For the E1407Q mutation the primer set 

was: Forward 5’- CTG CTG TTC CTC GAT CAG GCA GCG CGA CTG GAT -3’; 

Reverse 5’-  ATC CAG TCG CGC TGC CTG ATC GAG GAA CAG CAG -3’ Insertion 

of the mutation was checked by sequencing. The fragment was then reintroduced into the 

chromosome (at the endogenous locus) by λ-Red recombination using the following 

primers: Forward 5’- AAC GTA TCG TTT GGT CAG G-3’; Reverse 5’- TT GAG ATT 

CGA TTT GCG TGC-3’. Insertion was checked by assaying temperature sensitivity 

(cells could grow in LB at 22°C and not 37°C) and by sequencing/ PCR. 

Microscopically, the mutants had filamentous growth in rich media and increased 

production of anucleate cells in rich and minimal media (as reported for Muk- cells). 

 

Construction of MukBEQ, MukBDA and MukBSR variants 

Using the primers (Forward 5’- AAC GTA TCG TTT GGT CAG G-3’; Reverse 5’- TT 

GAG ATT CGA TTT GCG TGC-3’) the 3’ end of mukB fused to mYPet followed by a 

Km resistance cassette or only with an antibiotic cassette (1175 bp without the fusion and 

antibiotic cassette) were amplified and cloned into a pGemT vector (Promega cat. no 
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A1360). Site-directed mutagenesis was carried out on the resultant plasmid to introduce 

the D1406A mutation using the primer set: Forward 5’- T GCT GTT CCT CGC TGA 

AGC AGC GCG –3’; Reverse 5’- CGC GCT GCT TCA GCG AGG AAC AGC A –3’. 

The E1407Q mutation was introduced into MukB using the primer set: Forward 5’- CTG 

CTG TTC CTC GAT CAG GCA GCG CGA CTG GAT -3’; Reverse 5’-  ATC CAG 

TCG CGC TGC CTG ATC GAG GAA CAG CAG -3’ and the S1366R mutation was 

introduced using the primer set: Forward 5’ - GAG TCT GGT GCA TTG CGG ACC 

GGT GAG GCG ATT; Reverse 5’ - AAT CGC CTC ACC GGT CCG CAA TGC ACC 

AGA CTC. 

Insertion of the mutation was checked by sequencing. The fragment was then 

reintroduced into the chromosome (at the endogenous locus) by λ-Red recombination 

using the following primers: Forward 5’- AAC GTA TCG TTT GGT CAG G-3’; Reverse 

5’- TT GAG ATT CGA TTT GCG TGC-3’. For mutant strains carrying MukE- or 

MukF-mYPet fusions, first λ-Red fusions of mukF or mukE-mYPet were constructed. The 

antibiotic resistance cassette was removed using Flp recombinase. Following this, the 

fragment containing the 3’ end of mukB with the mutation and antibiotic cassette only 

were reintroduced into the chromosome (at the endogenous locus) by the process of λ-

Red recombination using the primers described above. Insertion was checked by assaying 

temperature sensitivity (cells could grow in LB at 22°C and not 37°C) and by 

sequencing/ PCR. Microscopically, the mutants had filamentous growth in rich media 

and increased production of anucleate cells in rich and minimal media (as reported for 

Muk- cells). 
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Western blotting of Muk fusions 

Cells were grown in LB to an OD600 of ~0.5, centrifuged at 4 krpm for 10min at 4oC, 

resuspended in 90 ml of Cracking Buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 100 mM 

dithiothreitol, 2% SDS, 0.1% bromphenol blue, and 10% glycerol). Samples were boiled 

for 10 minutes at 97°C before loading into an SDS-PAGE gel with a 5% or 10% 

acrylamide separation gel (for MukB or MukE/MukF, respectively). Transfer was 

performed using the Invitrogen iBlot system. Membrane was blocked with 5% milk (in 

PBS) overnight at 4oC. The blot was probed with primary antibody (1:3000 to 1:5000 

dilution in 0.5% milk+PBST or 5 ml Signal Boost solutionI (Thermoscientific cat no. 

46640), and then with secondary antibody (1:5000 dilution in 0.5% milk+PBST or 5ml 

Signal Boost solutionII). A list of primary and secondary antibodies used is described in 

table S1. Immunoreactive bands were visualized on blots by using an enhanced 

chemiluminescence kit (ECL, Thermoscientific cat no. 32109).  

 

Preparation of cells for microscopy 

Cells were grown in LB until stationary phase and subcultured overnight in M9-glycerol. 

The following day, cells were subcultured in fresh media and grown till OD 0.05-0.15 

before imaging. Cells were concentrated and laid on an M9-glycerol 1% agarose pad. In 

order to elongate cells for FRAP experiments, cells were allowed to grow for ~2 h in the 

presence of the cell division inhibitor, cephalexin (100 mg/ml). Cells were then 

concentrated and laid on an M9-glycerol 1% agarose pad containing cephalexin. 
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Estimation of immature fraction of YPet, mCherry and GFP 

The proportion of any putative dark, immature fraction of YPet, mCherry or GFP was 

estimated by photobleaching cells carrying derivatives of MukB GFP, YPet or mCherry 

completely in the presence of 50 µg/ml of chloramphenicol to prevent further protein 

expression. Total cellular fluorescence intensity was measured every 15 min for up to 

90 min after complete cellular bleaching, to assess the extent of any recovery which 

would be indicative of maturation of a previously immature fraction. This indicated a 

mean measurable recovery of fluorescence intensity of less than 5% over this time scale. 

 We then performed analysis based on this measured maximum value of 

fluorescence recovery and the measured cell doubling time of our strains at room 

temperature to estimate the likely proportion of any ‘dark’ (i.e. immature) fluorescent 

protein in a cell at the typical time of fluorescence slimfield imaging following cell 

cultivation and microscope sample preparation.  The recovery fluorescence intensity I(t) 

at a time t in min after a full cellular photobleach can be modeled as a simple exponential 

process, since the ‘depletion’ of the dark population (i.e. the maturation process) is a 

first-order reaction: 

( )[ ]( )mtttItI +∆−−∞= exp1)()(  

Here, I(∞) is the fully recovered intensity of any previously dark protein, tm is the 

exponential ‘maturation time’ and ∆t is the characteristic time between fluorescent 

protein being first expressed in a given cell under observation and the start of the 

photobleach (in other words, it is a ‘head start’ time for the maturation of any dark 

protein). Although individual cells in a population may be at different stages in their cell 

cycles, the ‘average’ cell, assuming we sample many cells over time from that 
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population, will be roughly mid-cycle. If the cell doubling time is td then on average 

∆t=td/2. Although for cells grown in M9-glycerol at 37°C have td values of ~100 min (see 

Supplementary Methods, table S3) the equivalent values under our imaging conditions of 

room temperature are more like ~4 h, or ~240 min. Thus, since the increase in measured 

fluorescence 90 min following the photobleach is less than 5% we can say: 
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Solving this equation numerically indicates a maximum value of ~41 min for tm, which is 

close to the measured maturation time for Clontech enhanced GFP reported elsewhere 

(10). The typical time delay between cultivating cells from their LB growth medium, 

preparing the microscope sample slide and then actually imaging the cells during typical 

slimfield experiments is roughly 1 h, or ~60 min. This indicates that the likely maximum 

proportion of dark protein present in such cells will be ~exp[-(240/2+60)/41], or ~1%. 

This indicates that for a MukBEF complex to have in excess of one dark fluorescent 

protein molecule present then its typical stoichiometry in terms of total number of 

fluorescent protein molecules per complex would need to be in excess of ~100 molecules, 

which is ~3 times greater than the average stoichiometry we observe of MukB and MukE 

immobile spots, and over 5 times greater than the average MukF stoichiometry of 

immobile spots. 
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Single color slimfield imaging and fluorescent spot analysis 

A single color home-built laser excitation slimfield microscope was used for YPet cell 

strain imaging capable of single molecule detection over a millisecond time scale, similar 

to that reported previously (9). In brief, this involved a bespoke inverted fluorescence 

microscope with a 100x Plan Fluor 1.49 NA oil immersion objective (Nikon) and an xyz 

nanometre-precise positioning stage (Mad City Labs). Brightfield illumination used a 

tungsten-halogen source; laser excitation used a TEM00 plane-polarized continuous-

wave 532 nm DPSS laser (Laser2000 UK) and filtered (laser-line 532 nm) and 

circularized using a λ/4 plate. The separately-shuttered slimfield excitation laser beam 

width was shrunk by a factor of three using a Galilean de-expander and the collimated 

laser beam directed to under-fill the back-aperture of the objective lens. This generated a 

conflated confocal volume profile at the sample whose measured Gaussian standard 

deviation width in the focal plane was ~3 µm (FWHM of ~7 µm) with intensity 

~6.5 kW cm-2, allowing quantitative detection of single fluorescent molecules at 3 ms 

capture rates in single E. coli cells which permitted visualization of fast diffusing proteins 

which appear blurred and hidden by camera noise using slower video-rate microscopy. 

Fluorescence emissions were passed through a dichroic mirror, filtered using a band-

pass emission filter and imaged at ~40 nm per pixel in frame-transfer mode by a 

128x128-pixel, cooled, back-thinned electron-multiplying charge-coupled-device camera 

(iXon+ DV860-BI, Andor Technology, UK).  A maximum of 100 continuously 

illuminated frames were taken in each run.  
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Images were analyzed using a custom-written toolkit in LabVIEW 8.5 reported 

previously (9). In brief, the perimeters of cell bodies were identified using custom-written 

recognition software from the brightfield images, used to create an image mask for 

subsequent fluorescence analysis. Then, a frame-average image was complied from 

typically a 90 ms total integration time. ‘Hotspots’ in intensity of the frame-averaged 

image indicating localized fluorescent spots could then clearly be observed and a 

preliminary intensity centroid position assigned. A circular region of interest (ROI) was 

created around each putative spot of diameter 16 pixels, large enough to encapsulate each 

hotspot including those showing elongation parallel to the long-axis of the cell. Having 

defined the position of the ROI on the frame-averaged image, analysis was then 

performed on the raw data series, one image at a time, letting the outer ROI position 

remain fixed but allowing an inner circular ROI within this to vary its position to best fit 

the intensity centroid. The intensity in each ROI was modeled as a radial Gaussian plus a 

uniform baseline of background noise. The intensity contribution due to the YPet (the 

‘spot intensity’) was calculated thus: 

1. An inner circular mask was created for the contribution of the spot of diameter 5 

pixels to the ROI centered on the intensity centroid. 

2. We convolved intensities within this mask by a 2D radial Gaussian function of 

fixed width 3 pixels and generated a new estimate for the centroid.  

3. We iterated steps 1-2 until convergence (less than 10 loops). For an integration 

time of 3 ms per image using surface-immobilized YPet as the sample this resulted in an 

ultimate centroid r.m.s. precision of ~50 nm.  
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4. We defined the background intensity as the median intensity within the fixed ROI 

external to the inner circle mask. The contribution to the background count due to 

diffusive YPet in the cytoplasm (i.e. that not bound in a localized MukBEF complex) was 

calculated for each track as the initial background intensity per pixel after subtracting the 

autofluorescence contribution per pixel measured in the non-YPet parental strain and the 

instrumental background. 

5. A preliminary spot intensity I(t) at a time t was defined as the sum of all 

intensities within the inner circular mask after subtraction of the background from each 

individual pixel value. 

6. A small correction to the spot intensity was applied to account for non-uniformity 

in the slimfield confocal volume due to its Gaussian shape in the sample plane: we 

multiplied each spot intensity by the factor exp(r2/2σxy
2) where r is the distance from the 

spot centroid to the center of the slimfield excitation volume in the sample plane and σxy 

is the standard deviation width of the excitation field (3 µm). Even for the longest 

bacterial cells in which the spots were most distant from the center of the slimfield 

volume the correction factor never exceeded 1.1 (i.e. less than 10% difference between 

corrected and pre-corrected values). 

7. A Gaussian fit was then performed on the spot intensity component optimizing 

both amplitude and width, generating an estimate for the size of the spot. 

 

This resulted in an automated method for characterizing fluorescent MukBEF spots 

on each separate image frame within the fixed hotspot ROI which could quantify the total 
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pixel intensity minus the background detector noise, the size of the spots and the position 

of the spot to within typically ~50 nm precision.  

Spot intensity data were collated for each cell strain and the distribution of estimated 

pixel intensity binned on a histogram. This resulted in multiple distinct peaks separated 

by a roughly constant spacing, with the center of the lowest order peak within typically 

~10% of the unitary photobleaching peak measured for surface immobilized pure YPet 

performed in vitro (Fig. 1). We also performed experiments on purified YPet by 

immobilizing the protein to the coverslip surface using conjugation via the anti-YPet 

antibody (9), which  as found previously was also in reasonable agreement with 

estimating the unitary peak with a Fourier spectral method which constructed a power 

spectrum from the periodicity in the intensity trace, made up of an edge-preserving 

Chung-Kennedy algorithm of two adjacent windows run across the data whose output 

was the mean from the window possessing the smallest variance.  

The most reliable method for these data, as had been found from our earlier 

slimfield study of the bacterial replisome (9), was estimation of the size of the unitary 

YPet photobleaching step in intensity by performing a multiple Gaussian fit to the 

collated, binned spot intensity data, and taking the center of the lower order peak as the 

best estimate for the unitary step size of YPet in vivo in that particular cell strain, IYPet, 

indicating ~1,100 counts (fig. S7B) on our detector across the different cell strains used 

in this study, with a ~20% variation between datasets. The raw intensity trace as a 

function of time t for each individual fluorescent spot was fitted by a single exponential 

decay function I(t)=I0exp(-t/tb), where tb is the optimized photobleach time, estimated to 
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be in the range 30-50 ms consistent with earlier findings (9). The number of YPet 

molecules associated with each fluorescent spot was then estimated as I0 divided by IYPet. 

For each cell strain we constructed the stoichiometry distribution using an unbiased 

kernel density estimation (KDE) via a Parzen window method which convolved the 

stoichiometry dataset with a Gaussian kernel of set width s equal to the noise of the 

measurement (equivalent to typically 0.7-1.0 YPet molecules in terms of peak-to-peak 

amplitude of the intensity signal), normalized the area of each Gaussian to be unity to 

represent a single data point measurement. The periodicity of each KDE was then 

evaluated by first calculating the pair-wise difference distribution in the KDE, in a similar 

method used for the Fourier spectral analysis, and then generating the power spectrum of 

this difference distribution as the square of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), taking the 

reciprocal of the spatial frequency axis to convert this into intensity counts and using a 

Nyquist lower limit cut-off equivalent to 2s.  
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Live-cell PALM imaging and analysis 

To obtain higher resolution data on the immobile and diffusing spots, we used PALM 

super-resolution microscopy (11, 32) on photo-activatable mCherry, PAmCherry (33), in 

functional fusion strains of E. coli  to all three of the MukBEF components in live cells 

(Supplementary Methods). We developed an imaging modality to identify individual 

bound and diffusing molecules (SU, RR-L, Garza de Leon, F., DJS. & Kapanidis, A., 

unpublished), applied here to resolve the spatial distribution of molecules within 

immobile MukBEF clusters and measure the diffusion of unbound complexes. Briefly, 

imaging was performed on a custom-built widefield fluorescence microscope with a 561 

nm laser (SLIM-561 200 mW, Oxxius, France) and photo-activated with a 405 nm laser 

(MLL-III-405 100 mW, CNI, China). The 561 nm and 405 nm laser beams were directed 

(100x oil immersion objective, NA 1.4, Olympus, Japan) onto the sample under an angle 

allowing for near total internal reflection. Fluorescence emission was filtered 

(ZT405/473/561rpc and ZET405/473/561NF, Chroma, USA) and imaged on an EMCCD 

camera (iXon, Andor, UK) at magnification 114 nm/pixel. Cell outlines were recorded 

with an LED brightfield light source (pE-100, coolLED, UK) via an Olympus condenser 

(IX-2, Olympus, Japan) on the same microscope. Sample position and focus were 

controlled with a motorized stage and z-motor (ASIimaging, USA). 

 Brightfield images of the cell outlines were recorded before super-resolution 

imaging (fig. S4). PALM movies for protein tracking were recorded under continuous 

561 nm wavelength excitation at power 3.5 mW at 50 ms/frame for ~5000 frames. The 

density of active PAmCherry was controlled by adjusting 405 nm excitation from 
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~0-15 µW. We tracked individual photo-activated molecules over multiple consecutive 

localizations (34, 35). Super-resolution localization analysis was performed using 

custom-written MATLAB software (Mathworks, USA). Single molecule point spread 

function intensity profiles were identified for localization by band-pass filtering and 

applying a fixed intensity threshold to each frame of a super-resolution movie. Candidate 

positions were used as initial guesses to fit an unconstrained two-dimensional elliptical 

Gaussian function for super-resolution localization (36, 37). Single particle tracking 

analysis was performed by adapting MATLAB software described previously (38). 

Positions were linked to a track if they appeared in consecutive frames within a window 

of 5 pixels (0.57 µm).  

Bound and diffusing molecules were distinguished by calculating an apparent 

diffusion coefficient Dapp from the mean square displacement (MSD) for each track, 

correcting for the measured localization standard deviation of ~40 nm here. Tracks with 

Dapp < 0.1 µm2/s were classified as bound on the basis of the bimodal shape to the 

distribution of Dapp (fig. S5A). MSD traces for the diffusing molecules were calculated by 

averaging all tracks that were classified as unbound (SU, RR-L, Garza de Leon, F., DJS. 

& Kapanidis, A., unpublished), (Fig. 1F, fig. S5B) generating linear traces indicative of 

Brownian diffusion over our time scale of observation (0-600 ms). Our analysis 

suggested that up to 50% of tracks were immobile. This was higher than that predicated 

from slimfield by a factor of ~2. The fluorescence intensity of a single complex with a 

relative stoichiometry of 4:4:2 or 2:4:2 for MukB:E:F is significantly higher than our 

single molecule detection sensitivity for slimfield, so slimfield under-sampling of the 

immobile population is unlikely to account for this ~2-fold difference. This might 
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indicate the presence of a fast diffusing population of single molecules that were not 

detected at 50 ms exposure time. 

Apparent diffusion coefficients of mobile MukB, E and F were at least three orders 

of magnitude greater than measured previously for DNA loci markers on the bacterial 

nucleoid (39) but were typically an order of magnitude lower than bacterial cytoplasmic 

proteins of comparable molecular weight known not to interact significantly with the 

nucleoid (40). We found that mobile MukB, E and F fluorescent spots all had very 

similar diffusion coefficients despite large differences in the individual molecular weights 

of the MukB, E and F components (MukB, 170 kDa; MukE, 26 kDa; MukF, 50.6 kDa), 

consistent with each tracked molecule being part of the same type of stoichiometric 

MukBEF complex as opposed to an individual molecular component of either MukB, E 

or F.  

PAmCherry fluorescence over a PALM movie accumulated in 1-3 elongated spots 

per cell (Fig. 1F), similar to the spots identified in YPet slimfield. To analyze the spatial 

distribution of molecules and account for multiple consecutive localizations of each 

molecule, we performed clustering analysis on the mean position of bound tracks. 

Localizations were assigned to the same cluster if separated by less than a threshold 

distance. To identify the 1-3 main clusters per cell (corresponding to the diffraction-

limited YPet spots), we used a threshold distance of 200 nm (5 times our measured 

localization precision). To identify sub-clusters of localizations within the main clusters, 

we used a threshold of 80 nm (2 times localization precision). With super-resolution 

localization, we were now able to resolve these spots into typically ~1-3, or more rarely 
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up to ~5, isolated sub-clusters, each containing a mean of ~10-11 immobile PAmCherry 

molecules for MukB and MukE, and around ~7 for MukF. 

Pair-wise distances between mean localizations of molecules in sub-clusters were 

within our measured localization precision of ~40 nm, consistent with each sub-cluster 

corresponding to several closely associated MukBEF complexes (fig. S5C).  

To estimate stoichiometry, we counted the number of tracks per cluster (fig. S5D). 

The mean values from these distributions were lower than those compared to slimfield 

measurements, which was expected due to the stochastic activation of fluorophore tags in 

PALM experiments that leaves some level of dark population implying an under-

sampling of the real number of clusters present. However, since we expect the proportion 

of dark to photoactive flurorophore population per cell to be approximately the same for 

each experiment on different MukBEF components performed under the same conditions, 

the ratio between the mean stoichiometry values for each should be relatively unaffected. 

Our data indicates that the ratio from these mean values of MukE:B is 1.03 ± 0.09 

(±s.e.m.), of MukE:F is 0.52 ± 0.09, and of MukB:F is 0.56 ± 0.09, consistent with the 

results from slimfield imaging to within experimental error. 
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Convolution modeling of fluorescence intensity of diffuse cytoplasmic YPet 

Here, we used a similar approach to that reported previously (9). In brief, the mean 

intensity per pixel Im(x0,y0,z0) of area dA at point (x0,y0,z0) not within a localized 

fluorescent spot was modeled as the 3D convolution integral of the point spread function 

P(x,y,z) of a single YPet molecule with the spatial distribution for the number density per 

unit volume V of YPet in the cell dN/dV(x,y,z) and normalized local excitation intensity 

L(x,y,z) (estimated directly from the slimfield confocal excitation field) multiplied by the 

intensity due to a single YPet molecule IYPet: 

( )0 0 0 0 0 0

2 2 2

0 0 0 2 2 2

, , ( , , ) ( , , )

( , , )exp
2 2 2

m YPet YPet

cell

YPet
x y zcell

YPet

dN dN
I x y z dA I P L I P x x y y z z L x y z dxdydz

dV dV

x y z
nI P x x y y z z dxdydz

l l l

nI S

= ⊗ ⊗ = − − −

  
= − − − − + +    

  

≡

∫∫∫

∫∫∫

 Here, S is the integral performed over the full extent of the cell. This generated an 

estimate for the total number of YPet molecules not localized in fluorescent hotspots but 

diffuse in the cell cytoplasm on a cell-by-cell basis, from the product of the number 

density n with the volume of the cell (mean value ~16,500 voxels). The function L is 

approximated as a 3D Gaussian with lx = ly = σxy = 3.0 µm and lz ≈ 2.5σxy = 7.5 µm 

(9). We estimated the mean pixel intensity not associated with localized spots for each 

strain after subtracting the contribution from cellular autofluorescence (~30 counts per 

pixel, assessed by imaging the parental non-YPet cell strain under the same microscopy 

conditions) and dark noise background (~1,000 counts per pixel).  

The distributions of these copy number data for each cell strain were then generated 

using a KDE analysis similar to that used for stoichiometry estimation in localized 
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fluorescent spots. The KDE distributions could be fitted well using a Random Telegraph 

Model for gene expression (41) resulting in a Gamma probability distribution p(x), similar 

to that reported from previous studies on the cellular copy number distribution of a 

variety of other bacterial proteins (42), such that: 

( ) ( )ab

ex
xp

a

bxa

Γ
=

−− /1

 

Here, Γ(a) is a Gamma function. The parameters a and b are determined from the two 

moments of the Gamma distribution by its mean value m and standard deviation σ, such 

that a = m2/σ2 and b = σ2/m. These fits were then used to determine peak values and half 

width at half maximum (HWHM) values (fig. S6, table S5). 
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Dual color single molecule millisecond fluorescence imaging and analysis 

A bespoke dual color single molecule fluorescence microscope was employed by 

modifying the existing single color 532 nm laser excitation slimfield microscope design 

(Supplementary Methods). Here, we implemented two additional continuous wave 

TEM00 laser excitation sources for wavelengths 473 nm (B4-40, Elforlight) for GFP 

excitation, and 561 nm (SLIM-561, Laser2000) for mCherry excitation, each of 

comparable beam size to the original 532 nm single color slimfield laser, simultaneously 

coupling in the beams to a common laser excitation path via application of a laser line 

dichroic at 473 nm (Semrock) (fig. S1D). Both beams were circularized for polarization 

using an achromatic λ/4 plate and a dual-pass green-red dichroic mirror (61005bs, 

Chroma) was employed to reflect both lasers onto the sample and transmit fluorescence 

emissions simultaneously from GFP and mCherry fluorescent proteins from live bacterial 

fusion mutants. The intensity was adjusted separately for each laser using neutral density 

filters to match the measured mean GFP and mCherry exponential photobleach times 

obtained from slimfield data of dual color single-label control cell strains, i.e. in which 

one of the three Muk components had been labeled using either just GFP or mCherry, 

(Supplementary Methods) to those of the comparable cell strains in which the 

corresponding Muk component had been labeled only with YPet, which corresponded to 

typical excitation intensities of ~4.9 kW cm-2 and~2.9 kW cm-2 for the 473 nm and 

561 nm laser beams respectively.  

 Laser bleed-through was blocked on the emission path using notch rejection 

filters (ZET473-NF, Chroma; NF03-561E, Semrock).  A 300 mm focal length tube lens 
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formed an intermediate image permitting spatial filtering via a rectangular crossed-slit 

aperture to avoid ultimate crossover of separate different color images at the camera 

image plane. Following this crossed-slit aperture the beam was re-collimated via a 50 mm 

focal length lens and directed through a bespoke color-splitter module consisting of a 

dichroic mirror centered on a wavelength of 560 nm (XF2016, Omega Optical Inc.), 

which transmitted ~red spectral emissions and reflected ~green spectral emissions from 

the sample. A combination of three mirrors (fig. S1D) were then used to direct the 

separate green and red emissions through additional filters centered on 525 with a 

bandwidth of 50 nm (FF01-525/50-25, Semrock) and a 594 nm long-pass filter (BLP01-

594R-25, Semrock) respectively, and a 50 mm larger diameter 150 mm focal length 

imaging lens which formed green and red channel images on separate halves of the same 

128x128 pixel EMCCD camera detector. 

 The separate green and red channel images could be independently steered using 

mirrors in the color-splitter module, and were aligned using a control sample of a 1:500 

dilution of 200 nm orange (540/60) fluorescent microspheres (F8809, Molecular Probes) 

incubated for 5 min in an inverted standard flow-cell  (10), then washing away any non-

stuck beads with excess minimal media buffer. This resulted in a random pattern of 

microspheres stuck non-specifically to the glass coverslip of the flow-cell, with a typical 

microsphere separation of a few microns. The spectral emissions of these orange beads 

bled through into both the green and red channels, allowing precise alignment of the 

separate images through iterative Gaussian fitting of the microsphere intensity centroids 

(see Supplementary Methods) which could localize the centroid of these relatively bright 

beams to a precision of ~10 nm, permitting the x-offset on the camera between the two 
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channels to be set to zero and the y-offset to be set to 64 pixels, thereby maximizing the 

available camera pixel array for simultaneous dual-color imaging. 

In separate experiments, purified GFP and mCherry control samples were prepared 

using the same antibody surface-immobilization protocol as described previously (10, 43) 

utilizing anti-GFP and anti-mCherry antibodies respectively (fig. S7A). These samples 

were then imaged using the same microscope and laser settings as for live-cell imaging, 

with the resultant in vitro data fed through the same automated image analysis algorithms 

resulting in the detection of surface localized fluorescent spots which would last for 

typically 4-6 image frames for GFP and up to ~2 images frames for mCherry. This 

indicated negligible bleed-through of fluorescence of GFP into the red channel and 

mCherry into the green channel, as well as negligible excitation of GFP from the 561 nm 

laser and mCherry from the 473 nm laser, consistent with the known spectral properties 

of the two fluorescent proteins and with the published spectral transmission data of the 

dichroic mirrors and filters employed on the emission path of our dual color microscope. 

We set the ‘on’ detection threshold to be all intensities above the measured dark noise 

corresponding to a region of interest of the same size and shape, equivalent to a standard 

deviation σ of ~100 counts, and calculated the mean of all detected spot intensities above 

this threshold. This indicated mean single molecule brightness values of 780 ± 200 counts 

and 210 ± 120 counts on our camera detector for GFP and mCherry respectively, which 

compared with 1,100 ± 260 counts using the same protocol for YPet for the single colour 

slimfield imaging (fig. S7B). Although it is currently technically too challenging to 

isolate and purify single molecule MukBEF components tagged with either mCherry, 

GFP or YPet to perform an in vitro surface-immobilization assay as described, our 
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previous findings of the bacterial replisome components labeled with YPet (9) indicate 

that the presence of the tagged protein next to the fluorophore in addition to any 

differences in physico-chemical environment between the in vitro assay and the live-cell 

results in a difference of fluorophore brightness between the in vitro and in vivo 

environments of less than 10%.  

To estimate the molecular stoichiometry of the Muk components in localized spots 

from the dual-label and single color GFP/mCherry control cell strains (see 

Supplementary Methods) a similar protocol was followed as for that used on the YPet 

cell strains except to locate the initial ‘hotspots’ we used the color channel which had the 

highest spot signal intensity with respect to background noise which, for the dual-label 

and GFP-only cell strains was the green channel and for the mCherry-only cell strains 

was the red channel. Each initial hotspot intensity centroid was then mapped onto the 

comparable spatial location of the alternate color channel to generate both a green 

channel and a red channel equivalent initial hotspot location, and then the precise 

intensity centroid of each hotspot was measured using separate iterative Gaussian fitting 

in each channel, allowing estimation of the spot intensity by the same method used for 

the YPet cell strains. 

Intensity values in each color channel for each detected localized spot were then 

converted into a stoichiometry estimate using a similar method as for the YPet cell strains 

of estimating the initial spot intensity I0 from a single exponential decay fit to the spot 

intensity values in each separate color channel, and then dividing I0 by IFP, where IFP is 

the relevant single molecule fluorescent protein brightness for each respective channel, 

either ~780 counts for the green channel or ~210 counts for the red channel. The 
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stochiometry distribution in each channel was then rendered as an unbiased kernel 

density  
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Fluorescence Recovery after Photobleaching (FRAP) 

For FRAP experiments, imaging was performed using a widefield spinning disk imaging 

system (PerkinElmer) and 100x objective. Images were acquired using Volocity imaging 

software. FRAP was performed by pulse-bleaching using a 488 nm laser for 10-15 ms 

and 6-15% laser intensity (radius of the spot was diffraction limited at ~300 nm). Two 

pre bleach images were taken, bleach spot was centered on one Muk focus and recovery 

of bleached region was recorded every 15 sec after bleaching, for a total time of 3 min, or 

for every 20 seconds after bleaching, for a total time of 5 min. Image capture was done at 

a 300 ms frame rate (4-6% 532 nm laser).  

 

Quantification of FRAP intensity data 

Images were analyzed using ImageJ. In brief, a background intensity was subtracted, a 

region of interested (ROI) was drawn around the bleached (FRAP) or unbleached (FLIP) 

spot and a larger ROI was drawn around the cell to measure total cellular fluorescence. 

Total intensity of the ROIs was measured using ImageJ. Intensity of the ROIs was 

normalized to the highest pre bleach intensity. These values were then corrected for 

photobleaching due to fluorescence excitation. The correction factor at each time point 

was calculated by comparing the total cellular intensity before and after each image 

exposure.  Thus, the normalized, corrected intensity I of a ROI at time t is: 

I(t) = (Ib(t)/Ibmax) /(Ic(t)/Icmax) 

Where:  

Ib(t)= intensity of ROI at time t (post bleach). 
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Ibmax = maximum intensity of ROI (pre bleach). 

Ic(t)= intensity of whole cell at time t. 

Icmax = intensity of whole cell soon after bleach. 
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Modeling turnover of MukBEF-YPet complexes 

Here, we applied a similar analytical molecular turnover model to that described 

previously (9). We modeled the experimental FRAP results of the MukBEF YPet strains 

(Fig. 3) as turnover of SMC dimer of dimers (MukB:E:F=4:4:2) subunits binding to and 

unbinding from DNA within a closed reaction-diffusion environment confined to the 

finite volume of the cell in which total cell content of the 4:4:2 complex is in steady-state. 

Here we denote: 

SF(t) = Unbound number of YPet-labeled SMC dimer of dimers at time t (t ≥ 0) following 

initial focused laser bleach. 

SB(t) = DNA-bound number of the YPet-labeled SMC dimer of dimers in a given 

localized spot subjected to FRAP investigation. 

ST(t) = Total number of YPet-labeled SMC dimer of dimers in the cell. 

SB
*(t) = DNA-bound number of photoactive YPet-labeled SMC dimer of dimers in a 

given localized spot subjected to FRAP investigation. 

f = Fraction of YPet-labeled SMC dimer of dimers photobleached following initial 

focused laser FRAP bleach. 

k1 = On-rate per YPet-labeled SMC dimer of dimers for binding to DNA in a given 

localized spot. 

k-1 = Off-rate per YPet-labeled SMC dimer of dimers for unbinding from DNA in a given 

localized spot. 

 

Since YPet-labeled SMC dimer of dimers is in steady-state: 

0TS

t

∂ =
∂

. Thus, ST = constant= SF + SB 
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We denote the full reaction-diffusion equations as: 

2F
F

S
D S

t

∂ = ∇
∂

  

1 1
B

F B

S
k S k S

t −
∂ = −
∂

 

D is the effective diffusion coefficient of the YPet-labeled SMC dimer of dimers not 

bound to the DNA. As found previously for the earlier replisome study, the typical 

diffusion time scale τ is set by ~L2/D where L is the typical length dimension of the cell 

~1 µm and D we estimate here from single particle tracking live-cell PALM data to be in 

the range ~0.1-1 µm2/s for the relatively mobile fluorescent spots (Supplementary 

Methods). This indicates a range of τ of ~0.1-1 s, which is ~2 orders of magnitude 

smaller than the time scale over which we observe turnover from our experimental FRAP 

data. Thus this is a reaction-limited regime, simplifying the analysis significantly. At 

equilibrium (for example, before the focused laser bleach) we can state that: 

, 1 ,
1 , 1 , 1

,

0B eq B eq
F eq B eq

T B eq

S k S
k S k S k

t S S
−

−

∂
= ∴ = ∴ =

∂ −
 

Where SB,eq and SF,eq are the values of SB and SF respectively at equilibrium. We assume 

the binding kinetics of photoactive SMC dimer of dimers are identical to those of 

photobleached SMC dimer of dimers and that the population of bleached and non-

bleached are ultimately well-mixed, thus: 

( )* 1B BS S f= −  

Under general non-equilibrium conditions this indicates: 

( )1 1
B

T B B

S
k S S k S

t −
∂ = − −
∂
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Solving and substituting indicates: 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )

( ) ( ) ( )( )
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−

−

−
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Here α is the ratio of the bound photoactive component of SMC dimer of dimers at zero 

time (i.e. immediately after the initial focused laser bleach) to the bound photoactive 

component of SMC dimer of dimers at equilibrium. Since the fluorescence intensity IB(t) 

of the bound YPet-labeled SMC dimer of dimers component is proportional to the 

number of photoactive YPet-labeled SMC dimer of dimers subunits, we can write: 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1
,

,

1

,

1 1 exp

1 1 exp

T
B B eq

T B eq

T
B

T B eq

k S t
I t I

S S

k S t
I

S S

α

α

−

−

  −= − −    −  

  −= ∞ − −    −  

  

We estimate that a mean of ~8-10 SMC dimer of dimers subunits are present in each 

localized fluorescent spot, assumed to have a value of SB,eq. Convolution modeling 

(Supplementary Methods) indicated ~300-400 MukB and MukE molecules and ~200 

MukF molecules which are not associated with the DNA. Power spectral analysis of these 

more mobile spots suggests that ~30% of MukBEF complexes in the cytoplasm are in the 

4:4:2 conformation (see Supplementary Methods). This indicates that the total combined 
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number of 4:4:2 MukBEF subunits either bound to DNA or free in the cytoplasm, ST(t), is 

~30-40 complexes per cell.  

The mean post bleach FRAP data were then fitted using a function 

I(t)=A+Bexp(-t/tr), with A and B as constants and tr is the equivalent 1/e recovery time. 

This indicates a mean recovery time across the MukB-, MukE- and MukF-YPet datasets 

of 42 ± 7 s. Substituting in these values indicates k-1 = 0.02 ± 0.01 MukBEF 4:4:2 

subunits per sec. The majority of wild type cells had two spots per cell, allowing both 

FRAP and FLIP analysis to be performed – these traces reached similar intensity levels to 

within experimental error after a few hundred seconds indicating that MukBEF 

complexes in the spots are in steady-state with the diffuse pool. FRAP experiments 

performed on wild type cells containing just one spot per cell also indicated recovery of 

fluorescence over a similar time scale to the 2 spot cells. 

Applying the same analysis to cephalexin-elongated cells (Fig. 3, fig. S10) indicated 

a mean recovery time across the MukB-, MukE- and MukF-YPet datasets of 76 ± 21 s. 

The range of elongated cell lengths measured was 4-8 µm, suggesting a total content of 

MukBEF greater by a factor of at least ~2 compared to the non-elongated cells assuming 

similar cellular concentration levels to wild type, which was consistent with final mean 

recovery intensity values being ~60% for the elongated cells compared to ~30% for the 

non-elongated cells. Substituting these values in to the reaction-diffusion equation 

indicates the same estimated value of MukBEF 4:4:2 off-rate as for that estimated from 

the non-elongated cell FRAP data to within experimental error.  
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Stoichiometry analysis for rapidly diffusing ‘dim’ spots 

The power spectra indicated in fig. S12 for the pair-wise difference distribution of the 

kernel density estimation of the underlying stoichiometry distribution for diffuse spots in 

each cell strain are generated from the square of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of 

these data, and there is a linear dependence with square of the amplitude for detected 

peaks A2
n-mer with the number of polled periodic features to the distribution. In the case of 

there being potentially a mixed population of MukB:E:F complexes in either a 4:4:2 or a 

2:4:2 conformation then, for the MukB component,  A2
2-mer, i.e. the square of the 

amplitude associated with a periodicity of ~2 molecules, is a measure of the number, 

N242, of the 2:4:2 conformation present in the population of diffuse spots as a proportion 

of all MukBEF complexes, whereas  A2
4-mer is a measure both of the sum of the 4:4:2 and 

2:4:2 components, plus the harmonic contribution due to the ~2-mer periodicity of the 

2:4:2 state being polled at ~4-mer intervals.  

For features that have precise 2-mer periodicity then the 4-mer harmonic 

contribution will be polled 0.5 times as often as the fundamental 2-mer periodicity in the 

FFT, and so the corresponding peak on the power spectrum corresponding to (FFT)2 

therefore will be (0.5)2 or 0.25 that of the fundamental 2-mer peak. However, in practice 

the 2-mer periodicity is not precise across the stoichiometry distribution due primarily to 

noise-related dephasing, especially so at higher values of stoichiometry as a result of 

increased photon noise from the detected spots, and so the harmonic contribution to the 

4-mer peak from the 2-mer periodicity is likely to be less than 0.25. Since the MukF 

component for both conformations of MukBEF complexes has only a fundamental 2-mer 
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periodicity, the relative size of the 4-mer peak can be used as a representative measure for 

the harmonic contribution from the 2-mer periodicity in this live-cell system. Put 

mathematically: 

A2
2-mer,MukB = αN242 

A2
4-mer,MukB = α N442 + βN242  

Here, α and β are constants, with β approximated as: 

β = A2
4-mer,MukF/A

2
2-mer,MukF 

Using this approximation, the data of fig. S11 indicate a typical value of β in the range 

0.1-0.2. For each cell strain, the ratio ρ = N442/N242 can be calculated using the three 

equations above, such that: 

ρ = A2
4-mer,MukB/A

2
2-mer,MukB -  A

2
4-mer,MukF/A

2
2-mer,MukF  

The relative proportion of the number of MukBEF complexes in the two different states, 

R = N442:N242, is then given as ρ/(ρ + 1):1/(ρ + 1). Using these analyses, the wild type and 

MukBEQ data of fig. S12 are both consistent with R = (0.3 ± 0.1):(0.7 ± 0.1), whereas the 

MukDA data indicates (0.0 ± 0.1):(1.0 ± 0.1), in other words a ~30%:70% mix of 4:4:2 

and 2:4:2 for the wild type and ATP hydrolysis mutants respectively, but principally just 

the 2:4:2 state for the ATP binding mutant. 
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Estimating the likelihood for “chance” co-localization of diffuse spots 

Following a similar 2D treatment to the 3D analysis previously performed (44), call 

p(r)dr the probability that the nearest neighbor to a single MukBEF complex diffuse in 

the cytoplasm and present in the 2D focal plane is a distance between r and r+dr. This 

must be equal to the probability that there are zero particles in range 0-r, multiplied by 

the probability that a single particle exists in the annulus between r and r+dr. Therefore: 

0

( ) 1 ( ) 2
r

p r dr p r dr rndrπ
 

′ ′= − 
 
∫  

Here, n is the number of equivalent particles per unit area in the focal plane. Implying: 

2 0
2 2

d p p
rn

dr rn rn
π

π π
 + ⋅ = 
 

  

This indicates an integrating factor ( )exp 2 rndrπ∫ , therefore: 

( )exp 2
2

p
rndr B

rn
π

π
= , or ( )2exp

2

p
r n C

rn
π

π
= , where B and C are constants. In 

the limit r→0, p→2πrn, therefore: 

( )2( ) 2 expp r rn r nπ π= −  

Thus, the probability p1(w) that the nearest neighbor particle separation is greater than a 

distance w is (45): 

 ( )2 2
1

0 0

( ) 1 ( ) 1 2 exp( ) exp
w w

p w p r dr rn r n dr w nπ π π= − = − − = −∫ ∫  

The effective area density n at the focal plane is given by the number of cytoplasmic 

MukBEF complexes Nfocus in the cell that are in focus divided by the cross-sectional area 

A of the cell which is bisected by the focal plane. Nfocus is approximated by the number of 
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complexes which are included in the ‘optical slice’ which is bounded by the objective 

lens’ depth of field (0.2 µm in our case). For a typical E. coli cell of width ~1 µm, this 

equates to ~1/5 of the total number Ncyt of cytoplasmic MukBEF complexes in the whole 

cell. The probability pchance that a nearest neighbor MukBEF complex will be a distance 

less than w away is given by 1-p1, but if w is in effect the optical resolution limit then this 

equates to the probability the a ‘multimer’ spot is mistakenly observed by chance co-

localization of two monomer MukBEF complex spots. Therefore: 

pchance=1-exp(-πw2Ncyt/5A) 

Using the MukE and MukF estimates (table S5) for Ncyt (since these components both 

have the same relative stoichiometry in either the 4:4:2 or 2:4:2 MukB:E:F complex, 

unlike MukB), indicates a mean of 90 ± 40 MukBEF complexes per cell diffuse in the 

cytoplasm. The lateral area in the focal plane for typical E. coli cells we estimate to be 

~2,300 pixels2, and the optical resolution limit is equivalent to ~6.6 pixels for our 

microscope. Substituting in these values indicates that pchance ≈ 65 ± 19%; this 

comparatively high likelihood is intuitively reasonable if one considers the effective 

nearest neighbor separation du on the more naïve assumption of a uniform spatial 

distribution of complexes i.e. assuming that the total cell volume estimated at typically 

~16,500 pixels3 equates to 4π Ncyt/3(du/2)3, suggesting du ~7 pixels or ~280 nm, only 

~20% larger than the optical resolution limit – though taking into account a potential 

~20% volume exclusion by the bulk of the nucleoid suggests a revised  estimate for du of 

~260 nm, only ~10% larger than the optical resolution limit. 

The stoichiometry distribution data of fig. S12, for the MukE and MukF 

components, indicates that the probability for observing a multimer (i.e. MukE 
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component ~8 or more, MuF components ~4 or more) is in excess of ~80%. In other 

words, this is consistent with most of the apparent ‘multiple’ MukBEF spots diffuse in 

the cytoplasm being most likely chance co-localization events of two or more single 

MukBEF complexes separated by less than the optical resolution limit and so observed as 

a single spot, but there was still a minority of multiple events that are due to ‘real’ 

multimers (most likely dimers) in the MukBEF cytoplasmic pool.   
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The dimer pairs undergo independent hydrolysis to release an SMC dimer of dimers 

complex from DNA 

Previous in vitro measurements of the ATPase activity of MukB ATPase heads in the 

presence of MukEF indicate a range of 5.6-20 ATP per MukB dimer per min (8, 19), 

which is equivalent to a probability of p in the range 0.09-0.33 ATP per dimer per sec. 

If each dimer in the two closed heads of the SMC dimer of dimers in vivo are 

required to be hydrolyzed independently for release from the DNA to occur then the 

turnover rate, or the probability P for this occurring per second, is ~p2, suggesting a range 

of P of 0.01-0.11 dimer of dimers per sec, consistent with the experimental estimates of 

the measured FRAP turnover rate. 

Conversely, consider a different scenario in which a single SMC dimer could 

hypothetically be released from DNA by a coupled hydrolysis of just two bound ATPs. 

The dimer turnover rate is then simply ~p, roughly an order of magnitude greater than the 

observed FRAP turnover rate.  
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Fig. S1. Summary. (A) Schematic of MukBEF with ATP bound to engaged heads (green) 

and 1 molecule of MukF and 2 of MukE associated with each MukB dimer. Dimerization 

of these through the N-terminal dimerization domain of MukF (8, 13) can lead to the 
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observed dimer of dimer complexes. In the absence of ATP (cyan heads), the heads are 

unengaged and two molecules of MukF and 4 of MukE can associate with each dimer. 

(8). (B) Detection of single-molecule photobleaching events, (C) Dual color single-

molecule ms imaging set-up. (D) Results from live-cell PALM to estimate molecular 

stiochiometry, architecture and dynamics of immobile functional complexes. (E) “Rock 

climber” model for the in vivo action of SMC complexes. Top panel: dimer of dimer 

4:4:2 MukB:E:F complexes are recruited to immobile spots in the region of replication 

origins, where they associate with DNA. One segment of captured DNA can be released 

by coupled hydrolysis of the two ATPs bound to engaged dimer heads, as in related ABC 

transporters (46). Nevertheless, complete release of a dimer of dimers from DNA requires 

two almost simultaneous hydrolysis events in each pair of engaged heads. Consistent 

with this is relatively long dwell time of individual complexes (~50 s) as compared to 

that expected if release from DNA resulted from a single pair of concerted hydrolysis 

events in a dimer, as judged by in vitro MukBEF ATPase activity (8, 19) (Supplementary 

Methods). The release of one segment of DNA, and capture of a new segment without 

releasing the complex from the chromosome is proposed  to underlie the molecular action 

of MukBEF in chromosome organization and segregation.  Bottom panel. The 

predominant state for rapidly diffusing spots is 2:4:2, with a minority of dimer of dimer 

complexes, whose presence requires ATP binding. Complexes unable to bind ATP form 

only dimer complexes.  
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Fig. S2. Characterization of MukBEF cell strains using western blotting. Example 

western blots from cell strains (A) MukB-YPet and MukB-GFP, (B) MukB (non-

fluorescent parental strain) and MukB-mCherry  (C) MukE-YPet, (D) MukF-YPet, 

probed using an anti-MukBEF antibody as described in Supplementary Methods. The 

positions of molecular weight marker lines are indicated in kDa, as are the calculated 

molecular weights of the probed Muk proteins on the basis of their known sequences (red 

arrows). 
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Fig. S3. Variation of spot width with stoichiometry for YPet strains. 2D false-color 

contour images generated using kernel density estimation via a 2D Gaussian convolution 

of the data for mean measured Gaussian standard deviation spot width <σ> with 

estimated spot stoichiometry for the three wild type Muk strains (first three panels from 

the left). These data are then combined using a 4:4:2 conformation model for a single 

MukB:E:F complex (panel far right), with a linear fit (dotted line) indicating a mean 

decrease of ~75 nm in spot width over a range of increase of ~25 MukBEF 4:4:2 

complexes to spot stoichiometry, or ~3 nm per complex on average. 
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Fig. S4. PALM single particle tracking. Diffusing (left panel, colored tracks with gray 

brightfield overlaid) and immobile PAmCherry molecules (right panel, bound tracks and 

colored clustered localizations, overlaid against accumulated PAmCherry fluorescence), 

white bar 1 µm.  
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Fig. S5. Live-cell PALM. (A) Diffusion coefficients, Dapp for MukB-PAmCherry (blue), 

MukE-PAmCherry (green),  MukF-PAmCherry (orange) molecules (lighter coloring 

putative diffusing molecules, darker colors immobile molecules). Modal value for DNA 

polymerase I (Pol1) measured using same technique indicated (arrow) for comparison. 

(B) Average mean square displacement for all diffusing molecules. (C) Cumulative 

distribution function of measured (same color code as for A) and simulated pair-wise 

distances between PAmCherry localizations within sub-clusters (red dashed line). 

Simulation based on random distribution model of localizations for a two-dimensional 

Gaussian distribution with width of our localization precision of 40 nm. (D) Distribution 

of MukBEF stoichiometry per elongated spot.
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Fig. S6. Distributions of estimated concentration of YPet per cell not integrated into 

distinct fluorescent spots. Kernel density estimations (gray) based on convolution 

modeling on YPet intensity not integrated in localized spots for (A) MukB, (B) MukE 

and (C) MukF, Gamma fits indicated (red), with peak value ± half width at half 

maximum (HWHM) of Gamma fit. 
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Fig. S7. In vitro calibration using purified GFP and mCherry. Surface immobilized GFP 

(green channel shown, upper panel) and mCherry (red channel shown, lower panel) with 

frame average image using 10 consecutive image frames (left panel) with identified 

single molecule hotspots (white circles), compared against single slimfield image frames 

(right panel). (B) Distribution of in vitro spot brightness values for mCherry (red) and 

GFP (green), compared against YPet (yellow), generated using 1-dimensional unbiased 

kernel density estimation of spot brightness values with a kernel width of 100 counts, 

mean and s.d values indicated (arrows), N=69-128 spots. 
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Fig. S8. The formation of localized MukBEF structures. The localized fluorescent spot 

phenotype of wild type (far left panel) and the ATP hydrolysis mutant MukBEQ compared 

against the ATP-binding mutants MukBDA and MukBSR, shown here in variants for which 

the MukB component is fused to YPet (epifluorescence images, green), borders of cell 

indicated (white) and white scale bar indicating 1 µm.  
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Fig. S9. Stoichiometry distributions of MukBEQ-YPet strain spots. Brightfield (gray) and 

slimfield (yellow) images overlaid (upper panel) with associated stoichiometry kernel 

density estimation distributions, power spectra indicated (inset), N=55-75 traces. 
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Fig. S10. Assessing molecular turnover of MukBEF components using FRAP-FLIP. (A) 

Overlaid brightfield and epifluorescence (green) images for elongated MukB-YPet cells. 

(B) Example FRAP recovery time series images on steady-state cephalexin-elongated 

cells for MukB-YPet wild type (upper panel) and the ATP hydrolysis mutant 

MukBEQ-YPet (lower panel), cell outlines indicated (white) and approximate extent of 

focused laser bleach (circle). (C,D) Mean FRAP (red) and FLIP (blue) traces taken from 

steady-state cells not treated with cephalexin, for (C) wild type strains and (D), mean 

FRAP-only traces for the ATP hydrolysis mutants MukBEQ-YPet and MukBEQ:MukE-

YPet.
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Fig. S11. Post FRAP bleach stoichiometry. Distributions of spot stoichiometry for the 

post FRAP bleach time points from the MukB-, MukE- and MukF-YPet cells using one-

dimensional kernel density estimation. Two-Gaussian fits performed to principle peaks, 

with mean ± s.d. widths indicated (arrows). 
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Fig. S12. Stoichiometry distributions for mobile ‘diffuse’ spots. Stoichiometry kernel 

density estimation distributions, power spectra indicated (inset), for ‘diffuse’ spots (i.e. 

spots not detected as being in a ‘hotspot’ region on the frame-average images) for (A) 

wild type MukBEF, (B) the MukBEQEF mutant which can bind but not hydrolyze ATP 

and (C) the MukBDAEF mutant which cannot bind ATP. Grid-lines as 4-mer intervals, 

N = 35-129 traces. See Supplementary Methods. 
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Sample Primary antibody Secondary antibody 

MukB-mYpet MukB (30) Anti-rabbit 

MukB-mCherry MukB (30) Anti-rabbit 

MukBEQ-GFP MukB (30) Anti-rabbit 

MukBDA-GFP MukB (30) Anti-rabbit 

MukE-mYPet Anti-GFP  Anti-rabbit 

MukF-mYPet Anti-GFP  Anti-rabbit 

Table S1. List of primary and secondary antibodies used for western probes.
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Ab16 mukB-YPet, KmR This study 

Ab18 mukE-YPet KmR This study 

Ab25 mukB-mCherry frt, mukE-YPet, KmR  This study 

Ab24 mukB-mCherry, KmR  This study 

Ab36 mukE-YPet frt This study 

Ab45 mukB-GFP, CmR This study 

Ab60 frt  YPet-mukF This study 

Ab75 mukB-E1407Q-GFP, CmR This study 

Ab81 Ab60, mukBmCherry , , CmR This study  

Ab88 mukE-mCherry frt  This study 

Ab137 Ab88, Ab75 This study  

Ab191 frt  N-mCherry-mukF This study 

Ab198 mukB-E1407Q-YPet, KmR This study 

Ab213 mukB-E1407Q, KmR , Ab60 This study 

Ab220 mukB-GFP, CmR, Ab88 This study  

Ab221 mukB-GFP , CmR, Ab191 This study  

Ab223 mukB-E1407Q, KmR, MukE-YPet frt This study 

Ab237 mukE-PAmCherry, KmR  This study 

Ab238 mukB-PAmCherry, KmR  This study 

Ab246 mukB-D1406A-mYPet, KmR  This study 

Ab247 mukB-D1406A KmR , MukF-YPet frt This study 

Ab248 mukB-D1406A, KmR , MukE-YPet frt This study 

RRL80 mukB-D1406A-GFP, CmR This study 

Kat1 mukB-GFP, CmR Ref. (31) 

 

Table S2. List of strains and their sources used in current study. 
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Strain name Doubling time 

(min) in LB, 

37°C, ±s.d. 

Doubling time (min)  

in M9-glycerol, 

37°C, ±s.d. 

Anucleate cells (% 

proportion of total 

population) 

Cell filamentation 

(% proportion of 

total population) 

AB1157 (wild type) 33±3 110±10 <1% <1% 

MukB-YPet 34±2 108±10 <1% <2% 

MukE-YPet 34±2 110±12 <1% <2% 

MukF-YPet 36±3 112±10 <1% <2% 

MukE-Cherry 

MukB-GFP 

33±4 114±12 <1% <2% 

MukF-mCherry 

MukB-GFP 

34±2 116±11  <1% <2% 

Table S3. Characterization of strains used in current study. 
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Strain Mean 

number of 

molecules 

per spot 

averaged 

across all 

cells 

±SEM 

Mean 

number of 

molecules 

per spot:  

1 spot cells 

(±SEM),  

 

% 

proportion 

of cells with 

localized 

spots 

Mean 

number of 

molecules 

per spot:  

2 spot cells 

(spot #1) 

±SEM,  

% 

proportion 

of cells with 

localized 

spots 

Mean 

number of 

molecules 

per spot:  

2 spot cells 

(spot #2) 

±SEM,  

% 

proportion 

of cells with 

localized 

spots 

Mean 

number of 

molecules 

per spot:  

3 spot cells 

(spot #1) 

±SEM,  

% 

proportion 

of cells with 

localized 

spots 

Mean 

number of 

molecules 

per spot:  

3 spot cells 

(spot #2) 

±SEM,  

% 

proportion 

of cells with 

localized 

spots 

Mean 

number of 

molecules 

per spot:  

3 spot cells 

(spot #3) 

±SEM,  

% 

proportion 

of cells with 

localized 

spots 

MukB-

YPet 

36±3 51.8±13.0, 

9.6% 

52.4±6.9, 

60.4% 

26.4±1.6, 

60.4% 

40.1±2.5, 

30.0% 

28.9±2.1, 

30.0% 

20.9±1.8, 

30.0% 

MukE-

YPet 

36±4 53.8±8.3 

18.1% 

53.4±3.3 

61.0% 

27.4±2.4 

61.0% 

42.2±4.2, 

21.9% 

26.1±3.0, 

21.9% 

12.0±1.6, 

21.9% 

MukF-

YPet 

19±1 28.3±3.3  

17.1% 

31.0±4.1  

69.5% 

15.0±1.5  

69.5% 

30.0±1.2, 

13.4% 

18.9±1.1, 

13.4% 

12.8±1.2, 

13.4% 

MukB EQ-

YPet 

55±4 64.8±5.2, 

81.8% 

52.3±2.6, 

18.2% 

11.4±3.4, 

18.2% 

- - - 

MukB EQ: 

MukE-

YPet 

54±4 65.2±4.2, 

80.0% 

55.6±3.9, 

20.0% 

9.5±1.0, 

20.0% 

- - - 

MukB EQ: 

MukF-

YPet 

20±4 22.0±3.2, 

73.1% 

21.6±5.2, 

26.9% 

6.8±1.0, 

26.9% 

- - - 

Table S4. Analysis of YPet fusion cell strains for spot stoichiometry, classed into cells of 

different numbers of distinct spots (ranked such that #1 is the spot with the highest 

measured stoichiometry for multi spot cells, in that given cell). 
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Strain Mean total 

number of 

molecules in 

all localized 

spots per cell 

±SEM,  

N=number of 

cells in dataset 

Total number 

of molecules 

not in localized 

spot per cell 

(Mode from 

Gamma fit ± 

HWHM) 

Proportion of 

molecules in 

localized spots 

relative to 

number in 

whole cell (%) 

Total 

number 

of 

molecules 

per cell 

MukB 82±7, 

N=96 

356±177 19±10 438±180 

MukE 79±3,  

N =82 

301±150 21±11 380±154 

MukF 45±2s,  

N =105 

211±109 18±10 256±110 

MukB EQ 65±6, 

N =55 

278±139 20±9 333±139 

MukB EQMukE 65±5, 

N =75 

331±166 16±8 396±166 

MukB EQMukF 24±4, 

N =64 

170±85 11±5 214±88 

Table S5. Distribution of total numbers of MukBEF molecules in YPet in both the 

fluorescent spots and not integrated into localized spots. 
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Spot stoichiometry (mean±s.d.) 

 

Strain 

Green channel Red Channel 

Number of spots 

in dataset 

MukB-GFP 31±14 - 41 

MukE-mCherry - 41±14 28 

MukF-mCherry - 23±10 22 

MukB-GFP: MukE-mCherry 33±16  30±15 136 

MukB-GFP: MukF-mCherry 29±18 14±7 115 

Table S6 Localized fluorescent spot stoichiometry estimates for dual color cell strains 

and single color GFP and mCherry control cell strain. 
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